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Canon and Covenant: Why the Bible Is the Bible
Richard C. Leonard

The following is a summary of Dr. Leonard’s 1972 Boston University Ph.D. dissertation, The Origin
of Canonicity in the Old Testament. The dissertation did not deal with the New Testament, and was
written before Dr. Leonard had adopted an evangelical theological perspective. Therefore, the study
would be written differently and more comprehensively today, and it is hoped that there will be an
opportunity for this to occur. Nevertheless, in its basic outline the argument of the dissertation stands.

We are aware of three studies that cite this dissertation: Brevard S. Childs, Introduction to the Old
Testament as Scripture (Fortress, 1979), pp. 48, 660, 667; Roger Beckwith, The Old Testament Canon
of the New Testament Church (Eerdmans, 1985), p. 63; and John Goldingay, Models for Scripture
(Eerdmans, 1994), p. 9.

_______________________________________

The “Theory of the Canon”
The basis for the ascription of canonical authority to a body of religious literature such as we encounter

in the Old Testament is not immediately evident. As E. Nielsen wrote, “When one comes to think of it, it
is a strange phenomenon that a writing or a collection of writings at some period in the history of a
movement, a community, a confession, or a church, is canonized and that in future it maintains the
character of a binding authority.”1 The motive underlying such a commitment requires examination. We
might then ask, “Why is there a Bible, and what makes it the Bible?”

This study is concerned with the “theory of the canon” of the Old Testament. It deals with the problem
of the origin of the canonical authority of the Hebrew Scriptures, and seeks to isolate that factor in the
religion of Israel which resulted in the formation of a “canon” having the shape of the Old Testament. The
procedure has been (1) to understand how the concepts of canon and canonicity may apply to the Old
Testament, (2) to survey and evaluate theories of the canon previously advanced, and (3) to present the
writer’s perspective and conclusions.

Major historians of the canon (Budde2, Buhl3, Hölscher4, König5, Ryle6, Wildeboer7 et al.) did not fully
explore the question of the origin of canonicity, partly because their tendency to define canon in terms of
a closed collection of officially sanctioned books having a fixed text had the effect of confining the
discussion of canonicity to phenomena associated with Judaism in the post-exilic and early Christian eras.
But if we define a canon as a body of literature having authority for the faith and life of a particular
religious community, then the question of the origin of the canonical authority of the Old Testament
literature cannot be separated from that of the origin of the literature itself. The factor which initiates the
appearance of the literature is also the factor which makes it canonical, as the normative expression of
Israel’s understanding of its relation to Yahweh. Hence the discussion of canonicity must be carried back
into earlier periods in the history of Israelite religion, and related to Old Testament theological motifs.

The Earmarks of Canonical Authority
Actually, neither ancient synagogue nor church had an Old Testament canon in the sense of a closed,

defined collection of writings, for the outer limit of the literature accepted as authoritative was fluid, and
even the Jabneh assembly did not stifle debate on the status of certain books. Yet almost all the books of
the Hebrew Bible were regarded as of long-established authority.

The term canon as applied to the Old Testament is equivalent to the term scripture, and refers not to
the delimitation or official sanction of the writings but to their quality of authority. The canon arises and
exists in relation to Israel as a religious community, dealing with its theological situation; it fulfils a
normative function within the community in virtue of its religious contents, as a statement of Israel’s
relation to God.

Thus the Old Testament traditions may have a canonical quality practically from their origin; and if so,
some of the characteristics frequently associated with canonicity are revealed as non-essential.
Exclusiveness was not operative in the earlier stages of the formation of the Old Testament, which
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developed on a cumulative rather than selective principle. Since the holiness ascribed to the Scriptures
in ancient Judaism is an expression of their exclusiveness and separation from other literature, this too
is seen to be secondary to the idea of a canon.

Official promulgation, implying a fixed text and defined limits, is also non-essential to canonicity. Such
promulgation would be the end, not the beginning, of the formation of a canon; moreover, efforts to
establish occasions when portions of the Old Testament were officially promulgated have proved
inconclusive. Oral traditions could have exercised a canonical function, and the Old Testament presents
evidence of a fairly free handling of traditions clearly regarded as authoritative. The canon of Scripture
existed before holiness, exclusiveness, fixed text or official sanction came to be regarded as the marks of
canonicity.

The Three Divisions of the Canon
The tripartite division of the Old Testament is usually taken as evidence for a process of historical

growth of the canon in three stages. But it may also be understood as an indication of the differing types
of literature embodied in the canon. Also, since all of the Scriptures could occasionally be designated as
law or torah, as prophecy (being “inspired”), or as writings (i.e., scripture), the threefold designation could
have originated in the regarding of all the sacred writings from different points of view.

Historians of the canon found it difficult to differentiate in principle between the Prophets and the
Writings; such a principle, however, is found in the fact that the prophets are not so much literary men
as spokesmen for an ongoing theological institution, whereas the Writings are characteristically the work
of individuals who express their religious concerns with a paramount literary intent.

The Hebrew and Greek Bibles show differing conceptions of what the Scriptures were understood to
be in ancient Judaism. Whereas the Hebrew order (Law, Prophets, Writings) suggests that the Palestinians
regarded the canon as the historical deposit of their traditions based on the Torah, the Greek order
(Pentateuch and historical. books, poetic books, prophecy) suggests a rational organization of the
literature according to its quality as being directed towards past, present, or future.

With these preliminary considerations, we turn our attention to several theories of the canon which
have found the origin of the canonicity of the Old Testament in the inspired word of the prophet, in
historical recital or aetiology, in the idea of law, and in cultic usage and themes.

The Canon as Inspired Word
The theory that the canon has its roots in the inspired word is bound up with the general conception

of the Scriptures as being of divine origin, arising in the utterances of those men who are considered to
be spokesmen for the deity, i.e., the prophets. All Scripture, on this view, must be actual prophecy,
material cast into a prophetic mold, or literature mistaken for prophecy (Arnold8). Priests could produce
Scripture only insofar as they are inspired and function as prophets. The Pentateuch draws its authority
from Deuteronomy, the first self-consciously canonical book, which is not law but prophetic address; in
principle, Amos would be the oldest canonical book (Pfeiffer9).

Although exponents of this theory, following Wellhausen10, failed to appreciate the antiquity of Israelite
law, there is evidence that ancient Judaism perceived canonicity as tied up with the question of prophetic
inspiration. Moses is the prophet par excellence, and other biblical authors are all viewed as inspired.
Josephus11 indicates that in the Pharisaic criteria of canonicity, all Scriptural books must have been
produced during the period of “the succession of the prophets,” from Moses to Artaxerxes.

The doctrine of Scripture as inspired and prophetic in origin is also evident in the New Testament. It
is Philo12, however, who lays the greatest stress on inspiration as such; he views it almost mechanically,
the Scriptures having been composed by a “divine ventriloquism” in which the human spokesman delivers
his oracles as the passive mouthpiece of God. In Josephus, the rabbinic literature and the New Testament,
in contrast, the interest is not on the pathology of inspiration but on the inspired content of the message
received, as seen in the reliability or inerrancy of the books, or in their edificatory effect.

The concept of prophetic inspiration has its roots in the Old Testament itself, especially in the formulae
used to introduce prophetic oracles and in the portrayal of its prophets as men in some degree “possessed”
by the deity. But since expressions of this sort are not found in equal proportions in all parts of the canon,
it is clear that the limits of the canon are not coextensive with the body of “inspired” literature produced
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in ancient Israel. Probably the Jewish view that the Scriptures are inspired was the result of their
canonicity, not the cause of it.

The Canon as History
Several writers have viewed the canonicity of the Old Testament literature as residing in its ability to

set forth the history of Yahweh’s dealings with Israel. Historical narrative is the dominant form of biblical
literature, and the framework for the other forms. The beginnings of the canon are found in the “historical
creed” of the Hexateuch (von Rad13), the basic narrative of Yahweh’s saving act in delivering Israel from
Egypt. The Law and the Former Prophets may constitute the authorized history, published as canon
during the exile to explain the national disaster, and then supplemented with the Latter Prophets
(Freedman14). We may understand both the Jahwist and Elohist documents as aetiologies interpreting
the present state of affairs for the Davidic monarchy and the northern kingdom, respectively; these
combined “canons” were updated to meet new situations in the Deuteronomic and Priestly editions
(Guthrie15).

Thus the Old Testament writings function as authoritative by providing the explanation for the
community’s present situation in the form of a narrative of historical events. But since other ancient
peoples had histories, the importance of Israel’s history as canon must be seen in the distinctiveness of
the events therein recounted, and chiefly in the setting in which the history is recalled.

The Canon as Law
The theory that canonicity originated in the concept of law or torah has been widely accepted amongst

historians of the canon, due to the evident priority of the Pentateuch and to the common opinion that the
Torah was the first section of the canon to be officially promulgated. As to occasions when such an express
commitment to the Law may have taken place, historians settle upon the assembly of Ezra (Neh. 8–10)
or the reform of Josiah (2 Kings 22–23). The canonicity of the Prophets and the Writings is considered
an extension of the authority ascribed to the Torah.

Although law, in the sense of binding statutes, is not the only meaning of torah (“instruction” may be
more accurate), this meaning came to predominate as an expression for the normative quality associated
with the canon. Recent investigators have shown that many of the laws in the Pentateuch are indeed of
ancient standing in Israel and were regarded as authoritative. The basic form of Israelite law is the
apodictic series of commands or prohibitions (Alt16); the great age of such formulations is shown by their
correspondence to the stipulations of international treaties from the second millennium, and the authority
of this law in ancient Israel is attested by the use of apodictic series as the basis for parenesis in
Deuteronomy and elsewhere, in the fact that the prophets presuppose knowledge of the basic decalogic
statements on the part of their hearers, and in Psalms which testify to the use of such laws in the cult.

This evidence bolsters the theory that the canonicity of the Old Testament originated in the idea of law.
Yet it is obvious that the preponderance of the canonical literature is not law (even in the Pentateuch the
laws appear within a narrative framework), so that this theory is not sufficiently comprehensive.

The Canon as a Cultic Phenomenon
The origin of the canonicity of the Hebrew Scriptures has also been seen in their association with the

Israelite-Jewish cult. It is not merely the case that the canon arises in the recitation of certain traditions
in worship. Rather, it is held that the canonical literature is found suitable for use in worship in virtue of
its contents, which reflect the basic cultic motif of Yahweh’s struggle and victory (Östborn17).

Such a motif, which corresponds to a pattern widespread in ancient Near Eastern mythology, is most
clearly present in Israel’s basic narrative of Yahweh’s deliverance in the exodus; but this struggle-victory
or distress-salvation scheme is thought to be pervasive in the Old Testament. This pattern is complete in
Exod. 1–15, so that the remainder of the Pentateuch presents the covenant and law as an expansion of the
victory motif. The lives of the Former Prophets are depicted according to this motif. Distress forms the
background for the messages of the Latter Prophets, while the messages themselves represent Yahweh’s’s
activity to bring about salvation.
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However, at this point the effort to discern a struggle-victory pattern becomes somewhat strained, and
it breaks down in the Writings when, for example, the wisdom literature is said to depict the struggle
between foolishness and wisdom for dominance in man. Such an internalization of the divine struggle is
quite different from the way Yahweh’s activity is portrayed in the exodus.

We may also question whether Israel would have consistently accepted as normative for its canon a
dramatic motif so intimately related to the mythological cults of its Near Eastern environment. Moreover,
the struggle-victory pattern often corresponds to the actual course of events, so that it requires no
assumption of an underlying motif when the narrative is seen to have this shape.

Canon and Covenant Structure
Nevertheless the origin of canonical traditions in a cultic setting may be taken as an assured conclusion

resting on the work of those critics who have demonstrated the existence in Israel of a recurrent festival
of the renewal of the covenant (Mowinckel18, von Rad19, Kraus20, Weiser21). This celebration served as the
center for the gathering of narrative and legal traditions of the sort which form the basis of the Hexateuch.
Indeed, the canonicity of the basic Israelite tradition may be understood as the result of the combination
of history and law in the covenant festival of the tribal confederation.

Israel’s basic cultic motif is really that of the covenant, for it is by the covenant that Israel comes into
being as a people in relation to Yahweh and thus producing a canon as an expression of this identity.
Therefore it is in the liturgical celebration of the covenant, and in the expansion of the various elements
of the covenant liturgy, that the origin of the Old Testament as canon or Holy Scripture is to be found. This
is the theory of the canon advanced in this study.

In formulating its covenant with Yahweh in terms of history and law, Israel was adopting the form of
the ancient treaty22 by which a king established a relation with his vassal (Mendenhall23, Baltzer24,
McCarthy25). In such treaties, although the historical recital of past benefits of the sovereign and the
stipulation of the vassal’s obligations are the preponderant elements, additional sections must be reckoned
as belonging to the full treaty formulary: sealing of the agreement; calling of witnesses, and
pronouncement of treaty sanctions in blessing and curse.

Analysis of the principal biblical deposits of covenant-festival tradition (Exod. 19–24, Deut., Josh. 24,
Neh. 8–10) and numerous shorter passages reveals that Israel made use of the full treaty form as the
pattern for the celebration or renewal of the covenant. Thus we may regard the treaty-covenant structure
as the hallmark of emergent scriptural traditions in Israel. The covenant formulary itself may be called the
pattern-component of canonicity, while the several elements of this pattern we may designate the
content-components. The Scriptural weight of the Old Testament literature is apparent in its ability to
reflect the covenant pattern in its various components.

The full covenant formulary is most evident in the Book of Deuteronomy. The elements of the covenant
structure are present also in the collection of Shechemite traditions in Josh. 8 and 24 and Deut. 27. Upon
closer examination the Sinai pericope discloses a covenant concluded more by theophany than by treaty,
and only in its present form does this passage approximate the treaty formulary. The Sinai section could
therefore be another sanctuary tradition which has been incorporated into the realm of canonical
traditions by assimilation to the covenant pattern associated with Shechem and Deuteronomy. If so, the
importance of treaty-covenant structure for canonicity is reinforced.

Expansion of Canonical Traditions
We may regard the buildup of individual portions of the canonical literature as a process of the

expansion of the several elements of the covenant-festival pattern, a process apparent especially in the
Hexateuch.

History and Law. The occurrences of the historical creed are variations or elaborations of the
historical prologue section of the covenant structure, in relative separation from the law or stipulations
element. The pre-Abrahamic and patriarchal traditions of Genesis and the other narrative material in the
Hexateuch constitute the filling out of the history element, so that the Hexateuch comes to display the
form of the historical creed except for the insertion of the law element.

The law element also expanded independently. Essentially this occurred by development from the
original apodictic series, so that groups of such laws began to take shape for specialized purposes outside
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the framework of the covenant festival proper, and these laws were held to be authoritative because of
their correspondence in form to the covenant stipulations. Laws in casuistic form, not originally associated
with the Israelite covenant, were appropriated for Israel’s canonical tradition by a two-stage process: first
they became overlaid by or intermixed with the independently elaborated apodictic series; then the whole
complex of such mixed laws was again brought into association with overall covenant structure in the
position of the stipulations section (e.g., the Book of the Covenant in the Sinai pericope).

The covenant formulary, with its expansions of both the history and law elements, can be demonstrated
for each of the major literary strands of the Hexateuch (Ezra’s assembly serving as a related example for
the Priestly source), so that J, E, D and P comprise not only stages in the literary buildup of the Hexateuch
but also parallel canons within ancient Israel.

Prophecy. The canonical authority of the prophetic literature is due to the association of the prophets
with the covenant festival and its liturgical pattern. Renewal of the covenant requires the activity of a
covenant mediator, and biblical evidence indicates that the role of mediator was a prophetic office,
possibly embodied in an institutional succession.

The literary prophets employed speech forms corresponding to the covenant formula or portions
thereof. The two parts of the prophetic judgment-speech, the accusation and sentence linked by a
messenger formula (Westermann26), have a relationship corresponding to that between law and curse in
the covenant structure; thus the prophets proclaim the consequence of the violation of covenant
stipulations. The prophets also use the “covenant lawsuit” form, which indicts the people for violation of
covenant obligations and also frequently involves witnesses in a manner reminiscent of the
treaty-covenant formulary (Wright27, Huffmon28). Prophetic maledictions are related to ancient Near
Eastern treaty curses (Hillers29).

Thus the characteristically judgmental tone of the prophetic utterances appears within the covenant
formulary itself and stamps the prophetic literature as originating in the expansion, especially, of the curse
element in the liturgy. The prophetic salvation oracle originates in the blessing section. It is therefore
likely that the prophetic literature was regarded as authoritative in ancient Israel because the prophets
appeared as spokesmen for the God of the covenant, and used literary forms recognized as deriving from
the liturgical celebration of the covenant.

Royal Traditions. The Davidic covenant traditions were also brought into the sphere of canonical
tradition by their connection with the treaty covenant. The biblical expressions of the royal covenant
embody a standardized content including Yahweh’s choice of David, the king’s sonship of Yahweh by
adoption, and the promise that the dynasty will endure for ever.

It appears that this covenant was originally conceived as promissory, i.e., as a covenant granted to the
king by Yahweh and thus lacking in stipulations (Clements30). However, the liturgical celebration of the
Davidic covenant was apparently part of the annual new year festival in Jerusalem, which was also the
festival of Yahweh’s enthronement and thus served as the Jerusalemite version of the Israelite covenant
festival. As such, this festival was marked by the prominent place given to the “history and law” structure
of the Israelite covenant traditions. This pattern superimposed itself also upon those parts of the festival
which celebrated Yahweh’s covenant with the king, so that a conditional or stipulations element begins
to intrude into the Davidic covenant expressions even in 2 Sam. 7 but especially in the occurrences in the
Psalter. In this way the royal covenant traditions were assimilated to the form of the conditional covenant
of the Israelite tribes, and could enter the realm of canonical traditions in a shape acceptable to those
circles which associated canonicity with the treaty-covenant structure characterized by stipulations.

Also, there is evidence that the Judean monarch could serve as mediator of the Israelite covenant
traditions. The word ‘edut, associated with the king’s coronation, may refer to a written law to which he
was subject together with all Israel, and may therefore mean “canon.” These considerations testify to the
pervasive influence of the covenant-festival pattern, and to its decisive influence for the formation in Israel
of traditions recognized to be canonical.

The Writings. The books of the Hagiographa evince to a greater or lesser degree a correspondence
to some aspect of the covenant and its liturgical pattern. The Psalter stands in intimate relation to the
various parts of the covenant festival especially in its Jerusalemite form, this being reflected in the fact that
its status as the nucleus of the third division of the canon was firmly established in antiquity. Many books
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of the Writings develop the blessing and curse elements of the covenant formulary. Thus Daniel displays
the blessing element in its portrayal of the vindication of the righteous. The connection between act and
consequence, the basis of much of the wisdom literature, corresponds to the connection between law and
blessing or curse in the covenant liturgy. The Psalms, which place Israel “before Yahweh” in worship,
belong essentially to the blessing element.31

But the canonical status of the Writings was established in both biblical and Talmudic tradition on the
basis of their association with recognized mediators of the covenant, be they kings (David, Solomon),
prophets (Moses, Samuel, Jeremiah), or priests (Ezra); so that Job, which seems to ignore the covenant
traditions, was related to the covenant by its attribution to Moses. Only Esther, the canonicity of which
remained in doubt until the third century CE, cannot be effectively related to covenant forms or to a
covenant mediator.

A Comprehensive Structure
In fact, the canonicity of the entire collection of Law, Prophets and Writings reflects, in a general way,

the structure of the covenant liturgy. The Tetrateuch and Former Prophets, which form a continuous
narrative, constitute the historical prologue. Deuteronomy would then be the law or stipulations of the
covenant, since Deuteronomy (or its nucleus) is the “book of the covenant” read at the sealing of the
covenant which occurs at the end of the historical narrative in the reform of Josiah (2 Kings 22–23). The
Latter Prophets, according to their characteristic contents, would then correspond in the main to the curse
element of the covenant pattern, while the Writings bring the formulary to completion by their portrayal
of both curse and blessing in hymn, apocalyptic vision, poetic utterance and wise saying. Thus even in the
process of assembling and ordering the canonical literature in a relatively late period, the relation of
canonicity to the covenant-festival pattern could have been sensed.

We therefore contend that the canonicity of the Old Testament is the consequence of the ultimate origin
of this literature in the ancient Israelite festival of the renewal of the covenant, and that the authority of
the Hebrew Scriptures is apparent in the manner in which they correspond in form to treaty-covenant
structure, or to its several elements of historical recital, covenant stipulations, invocation of witnesses,
blessing and curse.32 This theory of the canon is able to account for the esteem accorded all parts of the
Hebrew Bible on essentially the same principles, and to a degree not attained by any other theory of the
canon.

Further, this theory of the origin of canonicity comprehends the others and incorporates their insights.
Insofar as the office of covenant mediator is a prophetic office, the canon is connected with the
phenomenon of prophecy. Since the covenant pattern comprises historical recital, the canon originates
partially as history or aetiology. The prominent place given to the proclamation of stipulations in the
Israelite covenant ceremony underscores the importance of the idea of law for the question of canonicity.
And the celebration of the covenant is a liturgy, so that the canon originates as a cultic phenomenon. All
these theories of the canon are thus brought under one aegis through the correlation of canon and
covenant.

If the literature of the Old Testament originated as canon in relation to the liturgical formulary of the
covenant, this is but the result of the fact that this structure expresses the central factor in Israel’s religious
experience, its relation to God in the covenant itself. Israel is a name for a people chosen by Yahweh and
thus bound in covenant with him. It is to be expected that the canon of Scripture, as Israel’s normative
religious statement and the expression of its identity as a community, would take the form of an expansion
of the basic framework of its relationship with the deity.
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